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Every person is curious to know that where does a 41-megapixel camera smart phone stands
against its rival handsets prevailing in the market. Here there is a difference between the Nokia 808
Pure View with the iphone 4S. A picture from the both the handsets camera was taken for looking
out the best clarity image moreover without any editing and compression. The Nokia 808 was
positioned to 8 megapixel resolution so that it may the resolution of iphone.

This is actually a test against the claims of Nokia that the technology of purview is more than
absolute beast megapixel age. Nokia has calculated that every single pixel in an 8 megapixel photo
is prepared up of information since seven pixels on the sensor and filtering away picture sound. By
comparing the snaps of both the cameras you may easily say that the pictures of the Pure View
shows more detail and moreover has a wider meadow of vision. On the hand the iPhone 4s contract
deals @ http://www.iphone4scontractdeals.co.uk/ has more complicated elevated energetic variety
incorporated along with extra lively colors as appears in the photograph.

By looking out the photographs from both the cameras even you can also make out the difference
and would decide yourself which one to choose. In the beginning of the month the news of Nokia
808 Pure View launching was unveiled and impressed almost every one with the great and fantastic
features, its spontaneous boundary but at that moment no one was aware of its camera clarity and
after hearing the news of its picture clarity everyone would like to get it in their hands at any cost.

So by the end of this month this amazing handset Nokia 808 Pure View is out for the sale and that is
for around Â£540. Looking at the prices of 808 Pure View it seems that the gadget is quite expensive
moreover is a costly Symbian phone ever. Before getting this handset all the cool features and for a
closer glimpse of the gadget all the necessary information available in the photo gallery of the
handset. But still a question arises whether an individual would invest the money in getting this
handset or you would wait for some time till the technology is set in some another reasonable
gadget.

Find the apple top seller smartphone with best offers - iphone 4s deals @
http://www.iphone4scontractdeals.co.uk/
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